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Wave Propagation and Signal

Phase Velocity

Group Velocity 



Wave Propagation in a Cylindrical Waveguide

Cylindrical waveguide

TM01 and TE11 modesTM01 mode EM fields distribution

Dispersion curve



TM01 mode EM fields distribution

Phase velocity Groupe velocity

Dispersion relation



Periodic structures of
electrically and magnetically 
coupled  systems

Dispersion relation

Dispersion relation

Periodic structures of
electrically coupled  system (TM010)

Periodic structures of
magnetically coupled  system (TE110)



Two ways to study a disc-loaded slow wave structre:
1) Traditionally, starts from a waveguide (all books and lecteurs)
2) New point of view, start from a single cavity (this lecteur by Jie GAO)



General accelerating cavity and structure theories

Cited by:

NIMA, A311 (1992) 437-443.  



Slater perturbation theory

The frequency change due to energy change in a cavity



H. Bethe and  R.E. Collin theory on Equivalent Dipoles
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Mode in a periodic structure

where N is the number of the same 
type coupling apertures in each cavity





Electric field distributions for different modesθ
(it is possible to chose other modes)

θ=0, 2π/3, π/2, π





Disk-loaded Accelerating Structure Theory
(Application of the general theory)

Cited by:



A closed pill box cavity 
as the starting point 



TMmnl modes' EM fields 
in a closed pill box

TMmnl modes' frequncyies  
in a closed pill box





Coupling coefficient

Group velocity

Dispersion relation



Dispersion relation

Coupling coefficient

Group velocity



Fondamental longgitudinal mode shunt impedance



Fundamental transverel mode shunt impedance



Fudamental mode 
loss factor



Transverse mode 
loss factor



Coupler axis shift due to
coupling aperture 





Coupling Coefficent of a Coupler Cavity



Coupling coefficient between waveguide and cavity β=1， matching condition,
no reflection





Coupling coefficient
of coupler

Coupler cavity frequency



Wakefields of  Periodic Structures-I 













Wakefields of  Periodic Structures-II 

Analytical formulae for the loss factors and wakefields of 
a rectangular accelerating structure

Proceedings of EPAC 96, 1996



Genrerlized
Panofsky-Wenzel
theorem













Coupling between Cavities with Losses 







Radio Frequency Electron Gun Theory



Radio Frequency Electron Gun Theory
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Laser pulse 0

Rf gun cavity

Electron bunch
at the rf gun exit
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Maximum electric field
on cathod surface

Final phase of the electron

Electric field inside the Rf gun cavity

Electron energy at the exit of the Rf gun



Final energy spread
 of the electron bunch
at the exit of rf gun

Final relative energy 
spread of the electron 
bunch at the exit of rf gun

Final electron bunch
length at the exit of rf gun

Final electron bunch
charge at the exit of rf gun

Final  electron bunch
current at the exit of rf gun

Cathode Quantum efficiency



Normalized emittance
due to rf phase variation

Normalized emittance
due to space charge 
effect

Normalized emittance
due to cathode temperature

Normalized emittance
due to all effects of the electron bunch



S-band 1.6Cell BNL RF Gun Example 





















Theory of RF field measurement by perturbation methods

Uncorrected perturbation formula

Corrected perturbation formula
by      , taking into accound the image
charge effect due to perturbation object
approching the cavity wall





Some Fundamental Property Formulae
Following information you could find from gneral 

linear accelerator lectures or books

Conductivity of copper Skin depth Surface resistance

Surface resistance Surface dissipated power
Quality factor

Shunt impedance Shunt impedance over Q Phase shift due to 
frequency change



Constant Impedance Structure Property Formulae

Energy gain in the structure

Filling time of the structure

Accelerating field



Constant Gradient Structure Property Formulae

Energy gain in the structure

Filling time of the structure

Accelerating field



Some Scaling Laws

Longitudinal wakefield Transverse wakefield



 SLAC type 2π/3 Mode Constance Impedance Accelerating Structure 



 BEPC-II type 2π/3 Mode Constance Impedance Accelerating Structure 
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